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0. Introduction
Recently various authors have investigated the concept of a non-commu-
tative Krull ring, e.g. in [3], [9], [11] or [12], different types of non-commuta-
tive generalizations of Krull domains have been considered. We may observe
that many of the examples have a graded structure or involve graded construc-
tions like adding variables etc... All notions of non-commutative Krull rings
introduced in loc. cit. agree in case one considers rings satisfying polynomial
identities (P.I. rings), as a matter of fact a P.I. ring Λ is a Krull ring if and
only if it is a maximal order over a Krull domain R in some central simple al-
gebra (c.s.a.) Σ over the field of fractions K of R. If R is moreover a graded
Krull domain, then the fact that the invariants i.e. Picard group Pic(R), class
group Cl(R), are determined by graded data leads naturally to the question
whether results like this hold in the non-commutative case. One of the specific
problems of graded nature that arises is to decide whether a graded Λ-order
maximal amongst graded Λ-orders is a maximal order of Σ. The positive
answer to this problem, given in this note, also provides an easy argument for
the existence of maximal jR-orders in Σ which are also graded Λ-algebras.
Along the way we prove that £r-tame jR-orders are tame Λ-orders of Σ in the
sense of R. Fossum [7]. The general theory of graded orders, in particular
that of £r-heιeditary orders has been strictly limited to the necessary. In the
final paragraph of this note we pay particular attention to orders over general-
ized Rees rings and deduce some exact sequences for the class groups involved.
The graded rings in this note are ^-graded but it is an easy exercise, using
a result of [1], to derive most results in case the rings are graded by a group
G which is a torision-free abelian group satisfying the ascending chain condi-
tion on cyclic subgroups.
1. Old hat and new trivialities
For some basic theory on ^-graded rings we recommend the reading of
[13]. If a Krull domain R is graded by an abelian group G with neutral ele-
ment 0 then R0 is a Krull domain because in K=Q(R) we have RQ=kΓiR,
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where k is the field of fractions of JR0. Let X
1
 (JR), resp. Xlg(R), denote the set
of prime, resp. graded prime, ideals of height 1 of R. Let K* be the graded
field of fractions of R\ Kg=(Kg\[T, T'1] where deg T=e is the lowest positive
degree occurring in R. Since jR is a Krull domain: jR= Π QP(R) and
since R is moreover graded we have: R = Kg Π ( Γ) Qp(R)) = Π Qp(R)>
PeΛβ) -Pe=χi(R)
where QgP is just graded localization at P, cf. [13] i.e. inverting homogeneous
elements which are not in P. If PeSpec R then Pg stands for the (prime !)
ideal generated by the homeogeneous elements of P. If P^X1 (R) then either
P= Pg or P^=0; in the latter case Q8P (R)=Kg since P^=0 means h(R)ΠP
= {0}. Gathering some results from [13], [17] we obtain that for each Pe
Xg(R) the localized ring Qgp(R) is a ^r-disrete valuation ring i.e. for every
homogeneous y^Kg we have either y^Q8P(R) vr y~l^QgP(R).
Then QP(R) is a discrete valuation ring of K and the associated valuation
v is "graded" in the sense that for x^R with homogeneous decomposition x=
#1+ •••+#» we have v(x)=mm{v(Xi)} .
Lemma 1.1 (Van Oystaeyen, [18]). If A is a P.I. ring graded by an arbi-
trary group G such that the center Z(A) is a gr-field then A is an Azumaya alge-
bra.
Proof, cf . [ ]; note that the proof given there in the case G=Z remains
valid for arbitrary groups G.
It is easy to see that a graded Azumaya algebra over a gr-field is the same
as a ^r-simρle ^r-Artinian Z(^4)-algebra (^r-c.s.a.). In case G=Z the latter
rings are exactly matrix rings over ^ r-skewfield i.e. of the form A— M
n
(A[X, X~l ,
φ])(d), where Δ is a skewfield, φ is an automorphism of Δ such that some
φ
n
, n&N, is inner in Δ, Δ[Jf, X~l, φ] is the skew polynomial ring defined by
X*\=φ*(\)X*9 n^Z and (d)^Zn defines the gradation on A as follows:
(A
m
)ij=ΔXmv where nii—m+di—dj , ij e {1, — , n}.
Fix notations as follows: R is a graded Krull domain with ^r-field of
fractions Kg^k[Ty T'1] and field of fractions K, 2 is a c.s.a. over K containing
a graded 72-algebra Λ which is an 7?-order in 2, let A—Kg®RK be the graded
ring of fractions of Λ. By the lemma, A is an Azumaya algebra over k[Ty T'1]
hence a maximal ^-order in 2 and thus also a prime Dedekind P.I. ring
in the sence of [16]. A graded J?-subalgebra of A which is a finite 72-module
spanning 2 over K is called a graded order of Σ and if no other graded order
properly contains it then it is called a gr-maximal R-order of 2. Starting
from an arbitrary c.s.a. over the field of fractions K of R it is clear that graded
Λ-orders need not exist in 2, indeed, an obvious condition on 2 is that it
should represent on element of Brg Kg, the graded Brauer group of Kg in the
sense of [19]. One easily verifies that this condition is also sufficient.
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Lemma 1.2. Let Λ be a gr-maximal R-order of Σ then Λ is a reflexive
(divίsoriaϊ) R-module, i.e. Λ=Λ** where Λ*—Homjff(Λ, R).
Proof. Since Λ is a finitely generated Λ-module, HOMJ?(Λ, R) = HomIί
(Λ, R) (cf, [13]) and thus Λ* and also Λ** are graded Λ-modules. Following
the lines of proof of Proposition 1.3 in [2], taking into account that the Noe-
therian hypothesis assumed there is not needed in this proof, it follows that
Λ**IDΛ is a graded order consequently Λ=Λ**.
A graded .R-order Λ is said to be ^r-hereditary if graded left ideals of
Λ are projective. A graded -R-order Λ is £r-tame if Qp(A.) is ^r-hereditary
for each P^Xg(R). We omit a general treatment of ^r-hereditary orders
here, (there is some interest in this when R is a ^r-Dedekind or in particular
a generalized Rees ring), but focus on ^r-maximal orders over ^r-discrete valua-
tion rings in the following paragraph.
Let S be a ^r-D.V.R. in Kg and let Γ be a gr-maximal S-order in *Σ.
Mimicking classical results of M. Deuring [5], p. 74 and p. 108 in particular,
we obtain that Γ is a gr-local ring in the sense that it has a unique gr-maximal
ideal, M say, and T/M is agr-c.s.a..
Lemma 1.3. Let S and Γ be as above. If E is a finitely generated graded
T-module then: hdg?E = hdg
s
E where AJf, resp. hdg
s
, denotes the homological
dimension in T-gr, resp. S-gr.
Proof. In [13] the relations between certain dimensions (global dimension,
weak (flat) dimension, Krull dimension...) and their analogous in the category
of graded modules has been studied extensively. Combining these results
with an easy graded version of Theorem 2.2 in [2] (note that 5 is Noetherian
now!) the result follows.
Corollary 1.4. Γ is gr-hereditary.
Proposition 1.5. A graded S-order Γ is gr-maximal if and only if the
graded Jacobson radical JS(T) of Γ is a gr-maximal ideal of Γ whilst Γ is gr-
hereditary, if and only if Jg(T) is a gr-maximal ideal which is projective as a left
(or right) T-module.
Proof. Exercise, following Theorem 2.3 of [2]. One can also produce
graded versions of J.C. Robson's characterization of P.I. Dedekind rings here.
REMARK 1.6. Using the obvious properties of the trace map one can
prove that the different of a ^r-maximal order Λ is a graded ideal. So, if a
prime ideal P divides the different (i.e. if P is of the first kind this means that
P2 divides Λ (P Π Z(A)) then Pg divides the different.
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2. Gr-tame and grr-maximal orders over Krull domains
The main results of this section establish that the notions of ^r-tame and
^r-maximal 7?-orders reduce to tame and maximal orders which are moreover
graded Λ-algebras. A consequence of this is that ^r-maximal orders over
Krull domains are actually non-commutative Krull rings in the sense of M.
Chamarie [3], E. Jespers, L. Le Bruyn, P. Wouters [9], H. Marubayashi [11].
Another consequence is that the notion of divisorial ideal in each of the cited
papers coincides with R. Possum's definition used in [7]. This leads to C7(Δ)
=Cl*(Λ.) and Picg(Λ)=Pic(Λ).
One may verify that a graded older Λ over a graded Krull domain R is gr-
maximal if and only if Λ=Λ**= Π Qp(Λ ) and each Qgp(A.) is a^r-maximal
QgP(R)-oϊder. Let R, Kg, K, Λ, A, Σ be as in section 1.
Proposition 2.1. If Λ is a gr-maximal order then Λ ύ a maximal R-order
in Σ.
Proof. Since Λ= Π £?p(Λ) it will be sufficient to prove that each QP(A.)
"
is a maximal QP(R)-oΐdeι . If Pg = 0 then QP(A) — QPK (A) is an Azumaya
algebra over QP(R) hence certainly a maximal order. If P=Pg i.e. P^Xg(R)
then Qp(Λ.)= Qp'(Qp(λ))> where P'=PQgP(R). Now Λ'=QgP(Λ.) is a^-maximal
order over R'~QgP(R) which is a^r-D.V.R. If £P is a prime ideal of Λ 7 then
£PΓ|Λ'ΦO is a prime ideal of R'. Since P' is a minimal prime ideal of R' we
have ^PΠΛ'φP' unless 3>ΠR' = Pf. The remark preceding, Lemma 1.3.
states that Λ' has a unique £T-maximal ideal M' and clearly M'Γ\R' = P'.
Incomparability of prime ideals of Λ' lying over P, yields that M' is the
unique prime ideal of Λ' lying over P' '. Localizing Λ' centrally at P' we
obtain that QP'(A') = QP(Λ) has unique maximal ideal M1 'Q P/(Λ) « M' '® Λ/
Qp'(R'). Since Λ 7 is ^r-maximal, M' is a projective Λ'-module and therefore
M'Qp(λ.r) is a projective £)P(Λ)-module, proving that QP(A) is a maximal
Corollary 2.2. A gr-maximal order Λ is a non-commutative Krull ring.
Proof. A P.I. ring Λ is a central Ω Krull ring (cf. [9]) if and only if it
is a (symmetric) maximal order over a Krull domain, if and only if it is a Krull
ring in the sense of [3] or [11]. The proof of these equivalences is an easy
reformulation of a result of M. Chamarie in [3].
Theorem 2.3. If A is a gr-tame R-order then Λ is a tame R-order in Σ.
Pi oof. If P^X\R) such that P^^O then QP(A) is an Azumaya algebra
over the D.V.R. QP(R) (as in 2.1.) and therefore a fortiori hereditary (even
maximal). If P^Xg(R) then Λ' = QgP(Λ.) is a ^-hereditary R'^Q8P(R)-
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order over the gr. D.V.R. QgP(R). Putting P' = PQgP(R\ we only have to
check that ζ)/>'(Λ') is a hereditary £)/>/(/?')-order. Argumentation similar to
the proof of 1.2. yields that the graded Jacobsen radical Jg(Af) localizes to
the Jacobson radical J(QP(A)) (note: in the P.I. case the Jacobson radical
is the intersection of the maximal ideals; a ^r-maximal ideal is the intersection
of the maximal ideals containing it, see [15]). Since Jg(A.') is projective it
follows that J(QP(A)) is projective too and thus QP(A) is left and right hered-
itary.
Recall that a fractional ideal of Λ in Σ is a two-sided Λ-submodule / of
Σ such that £/cΛ for some c^R. A dίvisorial ideal will be a fractional ideal
which is a reflexive Λ-module. By the foregoing results these divisorial ideals
form a group D(A) in case Λ is a ^r-maximal order over R. Let PR(A) be
the subgroup of D(A) consisting of the ideals Ac with c^R. The central
class group C/(Λ) is defined to be D(A)/PR(A). Let Pic (A) be the sub-
group of C7(Λ) generated by the images of the invertible ideals i.e. fractional
ideals 7 such that there is a fractional ideal / such that IJ=JI= Λ. Note
that that Pic(A) is different from Pic(A) defined by using the bimodule iso-
morphism classes of invertible Λ-bimodules (for Pic of orders see also A. Frϋh-
lich [8]). There is an epimorphism Pic (A)-* Pic (A). In the graded case one
notes that, if / is a graded fractional ideal of Λ then /** is graded too and /
C/**C^4cΣ. It is clear how the graded analogous of the definitions intro-
duced above have to be defined. We obtain a subgroup Dg(A) of D(A).
It is not hard to see that an ideal Ac, with c^K, is graded if and only if c is
homogeneous. It follows that Clg(A) is a subgroup of C/(Λ) and Picg(A)
is a subgroup of Pic (A) (Also Picg(A)ClPicA if one takes isomorphism
classes for graded bimodule morphisms and not necessarily only these of degree
zero!). Since in the P.I. case the theory developed in [3], [9], [11] is valid,
it follows that D(A) is the free abelian group generated by ^(Λ). In for-
mally the same way one may derive that Dg(A) is the free abelian group gen-
erated by Xg(A) but this also follows from the definition of Dg(A) and the
property of D(A).
Lemma 2.4. If A is a gr-maximal order over R then: Cl(R)^Cl(A) and
Cl*(R)<->Clg(A).
Proof. The map Cl(R)-+Cl(A) derives from φ: D(R)-+D(A) which
is given by p&X1(R)-»Pe*t where P^X\A) is lying over p (unique as such)
and ep is the ramification index defined by: QP(A)p= ϊl(QP(A)P)ep.
Noting that AcΓ\Kg=Rc if c^Kg. one easily deduces the statement. The
graded statement may be proven in a similar way.
Proposition 2.5. If A is a gr-maxίmal order over R then C7*(Λ)—C7(Λ)
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and Picg(A)=Pic(A).
Proof. The kernel of Cl(A)-*Cl(A) is generated by the P^X\A) con-
taining a homogeneous element but since P^ΦO for a P^X\A) entails P=
Pg^Xg(A) it follows that Cl*(Λ) is equal to this kernel.
Since A is an Azumaya algebra over a P.I.D. it follows that Clg(A) = Cl(A).
The fact that Picg(A)=Pic(A) follows easily.
REMARK 2.6.
1. If Δ is another maximal order over R then D(Δ)^D(A) and this iso-
morphism is given by the conductor (Δ: Λ). So if Σ represents over K an
element of BrsKg then the divisor group of any maximal order over R is given
by graded data.
2. The structure of A=MU(Δ[X, X"\ φ]) (d), 2=Mn(Δ(Xy X'\ φ) for some
skewfield Δ allows to reduce the study a ^r-maximal orders in Σ to the study
of ^r-maximal orders in a skewfield Δ(Xy X~l, φ).
3. For tame orders R. Fossum introduced a class group H^Λ) in [7], and
he conjectures that the cannonical map W(A) -» W(A[X]) is an epimorphism.
For Cl it is not hard to prove that Cl(A)=Cl A[X], this actually follows from
a nice general result of [10]. Now we conjecture that there is an epimorphism
Cl(A)-+W(A) (much like Pic (A)-* Pic (A)) and if this is so then R. Fossum's
conjecture also holds.
3. Graded orders over generalized Rees rings
Recall that a ring R graded by a group G is said to be strongly graded
if R
σ
R
τ
=R
στ
 holds for every <r, τ^G. The generalized crossed product theo-
rem, cf. [14], states that a strongly graded ring R is necessarily of the form
RO^G, φ, £Fφ> where φ: G-*Pic(R0) is a group homomorphism, Sφ is a factor
set associated to φ and the gradation on R is defined by: R
σ
^P
σy where Pσ
represents ώ(σ). In case G=Z this yields that R^ΣΓX" for some /e
»e#
PιcR0. Extending the terminology of [17] to the Krull case we will say that a
strongly graded Krull domain is a generalized Rees ring. Actually it is possi-
ble to consider divisorially strongly graded rings satisfying the condition (ΛΛ
σ
)**
(ΛΛ
τ
)**==(jRΛ
σr
)** for all <r, reG. It turns out that these have a crossed
product structure with respect to some φ: G->Cl(R0), however we will not
go into these details here. Recall from [13].
Lemma 3.1. If R is strongly (Z-) graded then:
1. The categories R-gr and R0-mod are equivalent, the equivalences being given
bij the functors (—)0 and (—)®R.
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2. Every graded left ideal is generated as a left ideal by its homogenous part of
degree zero.
3. Every graded localization in R-gr is induced by a kernel functor in R0-mod.
Proof, cf [13] except for 3. which is an easy consequence of 1. Now
let R, Kgy K, Λ, A, 2 be as in Section 1 but we suppose moreover that R is
strongly graded i.e. RR^R.
Lemma 3.2. If R is a strongly graded Krull domain, then:
1 . ' Λ is a central extension of Λ0.
2. Λ0 is a maximal order over the Krull domain RQ in the c.s.a. A0.
3. A is a left (and right) flat A0-module.
4. The (central) extension of Krull rings Λ0 c_» Λ satisfies condition P.D.E. (no
blowing up).
5. The map φ: />(Λ0) -> D(Λ), 7ι->(Λ/)** defines group homomorphίsms
C7(Λ0)->C7(Λ) and Pic (A0)-* Pic (A). Actually (ΛI)**=ΛIfar every /e/>(Λ0).
Proof.
1. If #eΛ
Λ
 then x^RhR_hAh^RAΌ.
2. If / is an ideal of Λ0 then Λ/ is a proper graded ideal of Λ and thus
[Λ/: AI]A=A follows from the fact that Λ is a ^r-maximal order. Consequently
we have [/: /]^0CΛ0. That A0 is a c.s.a. is well-known, cf [19]. It is satright-
forward to deduce that Λ0 is a maximal 7?0-order in A0. In fact A^A0(&RoR.
3. Since Λ is a generalized crossed product we have that A
n
 is isomorphic
in Λ0-mod to some finitely generated project) ve .R0-module. From Λ— ®n€ΞZΛn
it then follows that Λ is a left (and right) flat Λ0-module.
4. Follows from 3. in a very general context; here it also follows easily from
Lemma 3.1., 2.
5. If κg= inf κgP is the graded kernel functor with graded filter L(κg) con-
P6EJΓ1CΛ)
si sting of graded left ideals containing a graded ideal which is not contained
in a prime ideal of height 1, then localization at K coincides with localization
at KO= inf Kp because of Lemma 3.1.3.
Now the graded divisorial ideals for Λ are exactly those fractional ideals /
such that &(/)=/. Since 7=Λ/0 and ρκ(/)=ρiίo(/)=ρ,Co(/0)<g)Λ=Λ Q^I.)
Λ0
it follows that the functor (— )0 (as well as its adjoint (— )®Λ)) takes /c-closed
Λ
o
ideals to /c0-closed ideals. Therefore if /e_D(Λ0) then Λ/eZ)(Λ). All other
claims are easily verified.
Theorem 3.3. The following is an exact and commutative diagram of
abelian groups'.
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0 0
ί ,
0 - »C/(Λ) - >C/(Λ)— U 0 Z\ePZ - »0
t
0 - > C/(/?0)-> CT(Λo)— θ
t
1 1
0 0
where eP=ePo is as in Lemma 2.4.
Proof. The map γ is defined by: I=Pι^ ••-, P,r H> (^ mod ep^ •••,
z>
r
 mod £Pr). This map is well defined on classes in C/(Λ) because / and Ic,
with c^R have the same image under γ.
Note that in defining 7 we have used the fact that C7(Λ)=C/*(Λ). If γ(/)=0
for some 7eC7*(Λ) then £, divides z>, for /=!, •••, r, where ei=ePi. Obviously
we then have I=i(p\*t\ •••. py*) where pi=pt Π Λ.
Similar argumentation proves the exactness of the second row in the diagram.
Exactness of the first column is a direct consequence of the fact that R is a
generalized Rees ring, cf. [17] for a detailed proof.
The diagram of extensions :
R - * Λr> i t
RO - * Λ0
consists of extensions satisfying the P.D.E. condition. Also it is clear that
the ramification numbers ep are equal to the ePo because graded ideals of R,
Λ are generated by their parts in ΛQ, Λ0 resp. The diagram C7(*) = (?/*(*) is
obviously commutative. Now the class of Pofi. •••. Pfa in C7(Λ0) maps to
the class of P/i. •••. P£« in C7(Λ) where P
ί
=ΛP0.ί /=!, — , ?. Now the
latter will be trivial in C7(Λ) if |^ί,., ί=l, •••, q and the class of PfΛ. ••-.
PX' maps to 0 in C/(Λ), where pi=PiΓ\Ry ί=l, •••, .^ Putting P0fί equal
to piΓ\R0y we may write the foregoing as POji'1. ••• P0fr'f = ^  f°r some
m^N, c^K8. Since the ramification numbers of P0 over the ^>0,ί equal β, ,
for each i=l, ••-, ,^ it follows that P^. •••. Pfa = (Λ0I0)mc and exactness
of the second column follows from the fact that Λ0/0 is divisorial (here it is
even invertible because IQ^PίcR0 and Λ0— Z(Λ0)).
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